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Opencv augmented reality tutorial android

The Reality Added OpenCV app in C++ Users starring: 23Users ask: 8Users watch: 23Updated at: 2020-06-18 04:22:15 Welcome to my repo for AR learning using OpenCV and other open source tools. This is not a tutorial to learn the vision of computers or Reality Added software (you can easily Google exit a lot of them), instead this repository is meant to be a collection of other applications and programs
that might be useful when studying AR. Prepared Other than having a PC/Laptop (with a webcam) or Android Mobile (with camera), you must be familiar with C++ and some of its libraries: OpenCV - OpenCV - OpenCV - Open computer vision library Available at C++ and python OpenGL - An open-source industry recognized design library. Available at C,C++ and Java ArUco - The contributor module for
OpenCV, provides easy square marker detection and postal estimates. I've used it in most programs. Development in Android Android offers the convenience of obtaining images from mobile cameras and recent devices also provides GPU and high-resolution graphics integration. The pairing is with the Original Code (Android NDK), you have the same PC application available on Android. Since Android
supports the OpenGL library, the sections provided by objects in the source code should be left at this time, the processing speed is not a problem and RAM + Memory that the current device support is considerate enough. Contributing the collection is not comprehensive, because I also learn the vision and other stuff themselves. Any suggestions, interruptions, or errors as a welcome pull request. Since
most examples in C++, I would be grateful if you could contribute some of these programs in python. Github opencv opengl aruco augmented reality cpp open source [Download code for the project: GitHub] In this post we show how to build a simple AR app that puts 3D models in certain locations on the scene. We do not use pre-predeterred markers and will instead create markers based on the contents
of the scene. If you are familiar with the various AR SDKs but are curious about the algorithms they implement, then hereafter will give a peak to the technique to solve the problem. In particular we will see how to output the project on the Nexus 5 shown below. We use double-tap gestures to select the location on the scene as a reference. The red rectangle displayed in the video shows the location of the
reference. Please select a location on your scene with sufficient features as a reference. You can change the location of the reference marker by pointing at the new location on the scene and double-tap the screen again. As mentioned earlier, our approach is largely based on the original C++ code in the and there are some prerequisites for understanding the project. This project uses the concepts we
covered in previous tutorials and it is not possible to understand the contents of this post unfabitually with previous posts. We also assume that readers have the necessary mathematical maturity and are familiar with the in computer vision. Get the Project code available at GitHub. You can find more instructions for compiling projects here. The project requires a device with ABI armeabi-v7a. I do not provide
other ABI libraries to reduce project size and apk. If your device supports different ABI, please get in touch with me for the required library. Overview of Our Code maintains the project structure from previous tutorials. Let us look at new and modified files (all relative routes &lt;project_path&gt;to / app/ src/play): com.anandmuralidhar.cornerdetectandroid/SimpleARActivity.java: As usual we only have one
activity in the project as defined in this file.com.anandmuralidhar.cornerdetectandroid/GestureClass.java: We bring back this file from a previous tutorial that addresses touch gestures. We only use double-tap gestures in this project. jni/nativeCode/simpleARClass/simpleARClass.cpp: It has a SimpleARClass method that implements all AR-related algorithms to detect characteristic points and estimate pose.
jni/nativeCode/common/myGLCamera.cpp: We have added several functions to MyGLCamera that assist in the estimates that pose. jni/nativeCode/common/misc.cpp: We have added interesting functionality of the reference marker location and calculating the intrinsic matrix of the camera. assets /amenemhat: It contains OBJ, MTL, and JPEG files for 3D models that we used in previous tutorials. Matching
the feature point between the two images Before we have seen how to extract and highlight the characteristic points on the scene. Now we will use the feature point to identify the location of reference in the scene. We will mainly focus on simpleARClass classes because it contains all relevant methods. In this project, when a double-tap user screens, the current location captured in the camera preview is
selected as a reference image. This is the so-called marker in reality escalating. Then we start tracking the marker position in the new frame. If we can identify a reference image or marker in a new frame, then we mark it with a red rectangle that indicates its position in the new frame. Both steps are: Create a marker with a reference image. Match markers in new images. Let us look at these two steps in
detail. How to create a marker? Markers in reality added usually refer to leading images printed on a piece of paper and placed on the scene. Searches on the internet reveal this to be the most common example of reality added. But this approach puts additional constraints that require users to print markers. We avoid these restrictions by creating markers from the content of our scene. We assume that
users will when pointing to the planar surface because the algorithm is designed to match the planar marker. If the user is bi-type, we call SimpleARClass::D oubleTapAction and check if there are sufficient traits at the scene: if (DetectKeypointsInReferenceImage()) { trackingIsOn = correct; } other { &lt;/project_path&gt; &lt;/project_path&gt; = palsu; } Ambil perhatian bahawa kami menggunakan titik ciri dan
perkara utama secara bersapal untuk merujuk kepada perkara yang sama. Jika DetectKeypointsInReferenceImage tidak mengesan mata ciri yang mencukupi, maka kami tidak mencipta penanda. DetectKeypointsInReferenceImage adalah serupa dengan DetectAndHighlightCorners (dilindungi dalam tutorial sebelumnya) tetapi juga menyimpan vektor graviti: bool SimpleARClass::D
etectKeypointsInReferenceImage() { / / Mengesan titik ciri dan penerangan dalam rujukan imej cameraMutex.lock(); cornerDetector-&gt;detectAndCompute (kameraImageForBack, cv:noArray(), referenceKeypoints, referenceDescriptors); cameraMutex.unlock(); MyLOGD(Angka titik ciri dalam bingkai sumber %d, (int)referenceKeypoints.size(); jika (referenceKeypoints.size() &lt; min_kps_in_frame){=
return= false;= }= source= gravity= vector= used= to= project= keypoints= on= imaginary= floor= at= certain= depth= gravitymutex.lock();= sourcegravityvector.x=gravity[0]; sourcegravityvector.y=gravity[1]; sourcegravityvector.z=gravity[2]; gravitymutex.unlock();= return= true;= }= we= use= opencv's= detectandcompute= api= to= compute= the= key= points= as= well= as= their= descriptors.= a= feature=
descriptor= is= usually= a= vector= that= encodes= and= stores= the= local= neighborhood= of= a= feature= point.= this= helps= us= to= uniquely= identify= and= match= the= feature= point= in= a= different= image.= feature= point= detectors= like= orb= (that= is= used= in= this= project),= sift,= surf,= etc.,= are= evaluated= on= the= basis= of= their= ability= to= successfully= match= descriptors= of=
feature= points= in= the= query= image.= note= that= referencekeypoints= and= referencedescriptors= are= private= variables= and= store= the= locations= and= descriptors= for= later= use.= match= the= marker= in= a= query= image= to= match= the= marker ,= we= compute= the= feature= points= and= their= descriptors= for= a= new= camera= image.= we= try= to= match= descriptors= of= the=
new= feature= points= with= the= stored= descriptors= of= the= marker= image.= if= we= are= able= to= find= sufficient= number= of= matches= between= the= two= sets,= then= we= declare= that= we= have= a= match= between= the= two= images= (though= we= need= to= still= estimate= the= new= pose).= the= matching= is= done= in= simplearclass::matchkeypointsinqueryimage.= this= function=
is= called= whenever= a= new= camera= preview= image= is= available= in= processcameraimage.= we= downscale= the= camera= image= in= processcameraimage= to= speedup= processing= and= then= call= matchkeypointsinqueryimage.= first= we= calculate= new= feature= points= and= their= descriptors= in= matchkeypointsinqueryimage:= cameramutex.lock();= cornerdetector-=&gt;
mengesanAndCompute (kameraImageForBack, cv:noArray(), queryKeypoints, queryDescriptors); cameraMutex.unlock(); MyLOGD(Bilangan kp dalam bingkai pertanyaan %d, (int) queryKeypoints.size()); jika (queryKeypoints.size() == 0) { MyLOGD(Tidak eye feature in the question image); false returns; } Next we match the lighting above with those markers using the nearby k-neighbor algorithm:
std::vector &lt;&gt; &lt;cv::D Match&gt; &gt; descriptorMatches; std::vector&lt;cv::KeyPoint&gt; sourceMatches, queryMatches; / / knn-resistance with k = 2&lt;/cv::KeyPoint&gt; &lt;/cv::D Match&gt; &lt;/cv::D Match&gt; questionsDescriptors, descriptorMatches, 2); We have started the initial resistance to become a BruteForce-Hamming type in the SimpleARClass builder. Because we chose k=2, we got two
main things whose explanation is the closest match to each point of questioning. Empirical studies have shown that simply choosing the nearest neighbour at each point of character leads to poor performance in commensurate traits. Therefore, we compare the distance of the characteristic point to its neighbours and select only the characteristic point where the distance to the nearest neighbor is less than
the threshold: to (unsigned i = 0; i &lt; descriptormatches.size();= i++)= {= if= (descriptormatches[i][0].distance=&gt; &lt; nn_match_ratio= *= descriptormatches[i][1].distance)= {= sourcematches.push_back(referencekeypoints[descriptormatches[i][0 ].queryidx]);= querymatches.push_back(querykeypoints[descriptormatches[i][0].trainidx]);= }= }= then= we= use= the= pairs= of= matching= feature= points= to=
compute= the= homography= matrix= that= relates= the= reference= and= query= images:= homography=cv::findHomography(Keypoint2Point(sourceMatches), keypoint2point(querymatches),= cv::ransac,= ransac_thresh,= inliermask);= we= do= not= extract= the= camera= pose= from= the= homography = matrix= and,= strictly= speaking,= do= not= need= to= compute= it,= but= we= use= it= to
remove= outliers= from= the= pairs= of= matching= key= points:= for= (unsigned= i=0; i=&gt; &lt; sourcematches.size();= i++)= {= if=&gt; &lt;uchar&gt;(i)) { sourceInlierKeypoints.push_back(sourceMatches[i]); queryInlierKeypoints.push_back(queryMatches[i]); } } Then we used homography matrix to draw the position of markers in the image of the new camera. DrawShiftedCorners (cameraImageForBack,
homography); Budget Pose is a field of study rich in computer vision and it can have subtle variants depending on the nature of the problem. In our case, we started with a biketik to select a reference image as a marker. Then we identified this marker in a new image in the camera's pretonton frame. Now we want to think about the markers with regard to the pretonton image of the camera. These images
are captured by translation vectors and rotation vectors that correspond to six degrees of marker image freedom. To budget a pose, we need to think of translations and vector rotations. This is done in the TrackKeypointsAndUpdatePose function. This function is invoked by ProcessCameraImage if MatchKeypointsInQueryImage successfully matches the character's eyes over the question and reference
image. If we can't match the eye traits, then we shouldn't budget for poses in the image of a new camera preview. In TrackKeypointsAndUpdatePose, we begin by recommending the main case of reference images on the floor that are considered as 75 units away from the device's camera: sourceKeypointLocationsIn3D = myGLCamera-&gt;GetProjectedPointsOnFloor (sourceInlierPoints,
CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR, cameraImageForBack.cols, cameraImageForBack.rows); This is done to change &amp;lt;/uchar&gt; change&amp;lt;/uchar&gt; 2D location of the key point on the image to the 3D location at the scene. We have made two assumptions while calculating 3D locations. First, we assume that the characteristic eyes lie on the ground. Secondly, we assume that the device is at
CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR from the reference image. The CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR is not critical and can be chosen to be any reasonable number. The first assumption is critical because if the eye is not on the surface of the planar then the performance of the algorithm will be very poor. The Functions of GetProjectedPointsOnFloor are performed in myGLCamera.cpp. It involves simple
trigonometric calculations to determine the location of 3D points. In summary, we consider the location of the point in the image, that is, its 2D coordinates. We use this to determine the location of the point on the nearby aircraft. We created a ray pointing from the eye of the camera towards the point at the nearby plane. Then using the gravity vector, we intersected with rays with the ground and searched
for a 3D point location on the floor. We skip mathematical details. Next we determine the intrinsic matrix of the camera in TrackKeypointsAndUpdatePose, and this topic deserves a sub-section due to its importance in computer vision. Specify the intrinsic matrix of Our camera refers to an OpenCV documentation for an equation describing the pinhole camera model commonly used to model scenes in
image processing. In this model, the intrinsic matrix of the camera is given by where and is the focus length for the X and Y Axis each in the pixel unit and is the main point of the image located in the center of the image. We have ignored the distractions that can distort images due to the physical properties of certain actual lenses. To determine this matrix, many additional reality tutorials describe additional
steps involving camera calibration. In this step, they effectively determine the intrinsic parameters of the camera and build this matrix. Such an approach is needed when we work with a camera that intrinsic parameters need to be estimated. Since Android provides an API for field queries (FOV) of device cameras, we can determine the length of the camera focals from its FOV. We assume that the main
point is located in the middle of the camera. Let's take a look at the MyGLCamera:ConstructCameraIntrinsicMatForCV: cv:Mat MyGLCamera:ConstructCameraIntrinsicMatForCV (floating imagewidth, floating imageHeight) { / obtained mx intrinsic camera from GL projection-mx cv::Mat cameraIntrinsicMat = cv:Mat:zero (3, 3, CV_32F); / /fx, fy, camera center should be in the pixel for cv// assume fx = fy =
long focal / / FOV = 2 arctan (imageHeight/focalLength) focalLength = imageHeight / 2/ton (FOV * M_PI /180)/2); cameraIntrinsicMat.at&lt;float&gt;(0, 0) = focalLength; cameraIntrinsicMat.at&lt;float&gt;(1, 1) = focalLength; main point = image center 2) = imageWidth / 2; cameraIntrinsicMat.at&lt;float&gt;(1, 2) =&lt;/float&gt; &lt;/float&gt; &lt;/float&gt; &lt;/float&gt; &lt;/float&gt; / 2;
cameraIntrinsicMat.at&lt;float&gt;(2, 2) = 1.; back cameraIntrinsicMat; } It uses the relationship FOV = 2 arctan (imageHeight / focalLength) to think of the focal length of the camera of the FOV. Inclusion of matrix intrinsic trays is easy to fill. We question the FOV flatlining the device (because we found this to be a trustworthy value in some devices) in the Java CameraClass::SaveCameraFOV function and
get the FOV vertically from it. The FOV is required to submit to SimpleARClass via JNI's call for SetCameraParamsNative. Then FOV insisted on being handed over to MyGLCamera while creating the object in SimpleARClass::P erformGLInits. Specify extrinsic and budget parameters giving rise to translation and rotation vectors are referred to as camera extrinsic parameters. So far we've guessed the
location of the 3D point of character of the reference frame and the intrinsic matrix of the camera. We already know the location of the 2D feature point in the pretonton image of the camera (frame question). With these three inputs we can complete for translation and the rotation vector that determines the pose is commensurate with the question frame. This is referred to as an n-point perspective issue. We
use the solvePnP function of OpenCV that solves this problem: pnpResultIsValid = cv::solvePnP (sourceKeypointLocationsIn3D, queryInlierPoints, cameraMatrix, distCoeffs, rotationVector, translationVector); Remember that all these operations take place on camera threads. Although we have guessed extrinsic parameters, we should not use them to create 3D models in this thread. Let's see how to make
GLES yarn. Get a 3D model with extrinsic parameters Consider the function SimpleARClass::Render. At the beginning of this function, we gave the image of the camera as a background texture as described in the previous tutorial. Note that render threads perform faster than camera threads. When a new frame is processed on a camera thread, the Render function will be called several times. Therefore,
we need to save the translation vector and the mer rotation caused by solvePnP so that it can be used to make a 3D model while the next camera frame is processed. We also need to flip the extrinsic parameters to be consistent with the OpenGL ES coordinate system://make a copy of the pnp decision, it will be maintained so that the decision is packaged now once again translationVectorCopy =
translationVector.clone(); rotationVectorCopy = putaranVector.clone(); Flip OpenCV decision is consistent with OpenGL translationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(2, 0) = -translationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(2, 0); rotationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(0, 0) = -rotationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(0, 0); rotationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(1, 0) = -rotationVectorCopy.at&lt;double&gt;(1, 0); We set the model
render flag to indicate that extrinsic results are available and can be used to model. Then package the Model matrix in MyGLCamera by removing extrinsic&lt;/double&gt; &lt;/double&gt; &lt;/double&gt; &lt;/double&gt; &lt;/double&gt; &lt;/double&gt; &lt;/float&gt; &lt;/float&gt; cv::Mat defaultModelPosition = cv::Mat:::sifar (3,1,CV_64F); defaultModelPosition.at&lt;double&gt;(2,0) = -
CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR; myGLCamera-&gt;UpdateModelMat (TranslationVectorCopy, RoundVectorCopy, defaultModelPosition); We passed an additional parameter defaultModelPosition that shows the position of the 3D model in the world space. Since we assume that the reference plane is at a distance of CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR from the camera, we need to also put the 3D model at the
same distance from the camera in the world space. Another model will appear floating on board the reference plane. You can check this by releasing a few values other than CAM_HEIGHT_FROM_FLOOR the above kod. Let's look at the MyGLCamera function::UpdateModelMat. The first part of the function converts vector translations to NewModelMat and this is rather easy. Then we used the OpenCV
Rodrigues function to swap the rotation vector to the round matrix. The rotation vector is actually quartile and is stored as a 3-tuple using solid notation. cv::Mat newRotationMat; cv::Rodrigues (rotationVector, newRotationMat); newRotationMat.copyTo (newModelMat(cv::Rect(0, 0, 3, 3)); Matrix round copied to the upper left corner matrix model. This is the same as the round translation matrix as described
in the OpenCV documentation. Then we create at a glance::mat4 from OpenCV's Mat: newModelMat.convertTo (newModelMat, CV_32F); newModelMat = newModelMat.t(); modelMat = glm::make_mat4(floating *) newModelMat.data); We use the defaultModelPosition to create a translation matrix commensurate with the default position of the 3D model in the world space. This is familiarized with modelMat
to create a new model matrix that will be used to make this model. Back to SimpleARClass:Render; we obtained a new MVP matrix after aligning it with regards to vector graviti while using GetMVPAlignedWithGravity. Finally we give you a 3D model (we load obj using Assimp as described in the previous tutorial). 3D models will always appear in the same location on the scene while we can type reference
markers in the question image. In addition, it will appear to be standing on the floor in an upright position as we use graviti vectors to align it. This embodies the illusion that the model was actually present at the scene and is referred to as verisimilitud in AR-parlance. Note: In this project we use the study to refer to matching feature points in the question image with them from the marker image. This is an
intensive operation of calculations and should not be performed in real time even in many luxury phones. AR applications typically use faster algorithms to track objects and may use such equivalent techniques to sometimes correct extrinsic parameters. For simplicity's sake we avoid introducing a search algorithm in this project. Project.
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